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Abstract: The  government of Pakistan, viewing the national and international needs, has introduced Model
Dini Madaris [exemplary religious Islamic seminaries. Pakistani ulama and leaders of the Islamic seminaries
consider the establishment of Model Dini Madaris under the auspices of the Pakistan Madrasah Education
Board an effort to restrict the influence of madaris, the sole religious study institution in the country. These
Model Madaris, in their view, are part of post 9/11 effects. Some steps of the government also created
misconceptions in the masses. This article aimed to study the aforesaid perceptions analytically and
historically.  Recommendations have also given for the effectiveness of the ordinance issued by the
government of Pakistan for the formation of model Madaris.
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INTRODUCTION The existing constitution of Pakistan was approved

Islam underlines the importance of seeking the state religion by the assembly with active support of
knowledge since its inception. Islamic seminaries in well-known ulama. These legislators included Mufti
Pakistan  trace  its roots back to this religious background Mahmood, Abdul Haq, Ghulam Ghos Hazarvi, Abdul
and this is why one can find the web of Islamic seminaries Hakim, Abdul Mustafa Azhari, Mohammad Zakir, Zafar
throughout Pakistan. They have a great impact on the Ahmed Ansari and Shah Ahmed Noorani. It was declared
social lives of masses, as each socio-religious activity is that all legislation would be made according to the Quran
led by the ulama [plural of alim, a religious scholar and and Sunnah [2].
graduate of Islamic seminary]. Besides that the political In the result of 1972 general elections, a graduate of
role of Islamic seminaries has also been active since the Islamic Madrasah system and a leader of a religious
creation of Pakistan. Such as, Allama Shabbir Ahmed political party Jamiat-e-Ulama-e-Islam, Mufti Mahmood,
Usmani, a teacher at Darul Uloom Deoband [famous was elected as Chief Minister of a province of Pakistan
institution of traditional Islamic education at Uttar i.e., NWFP (now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa). As a Chief
Pardesh  India]  and  a  leader  of  Jamiat-e-Ulama-e-Islam Minister, he took several steps for Islamization in the
[a leading religious political party in Pakistan], was an province (www.khyber.org). Later on, in general elections
active member of first legislative assembly of Pakistan. of October 2002 a religious political alliance (Muttahida
Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah, the founder of Majlis-e-Amal), also led by ulama, majority of whom
Pakistan, admitted and praised Usmani’s role in Pakistan belonged to Jamiat-e-Ulama-e-Islam, contested
movement. He was the person who hoisted the national vigorously. It resulted into the formation of government
flag of Pakistan for the very first time and also in N-W.F.P, led by Akram Khan Durrani, a leader of
inaugurated  the  first  Legislative Assembly of Pakistan. Jamiat-e-Ulama-e-Islam.
It was he who presented the famous Objectives The impact of Pakistani madaris are not restricted to
Resolution in legislative assembly in 1949, which entrusts the country but reached beyond her boundaries as a
the ultimate sovereignty to Allah [1]. This legislated number  of   graduates  from  Pakistani  Madaris  played
resolution bound the government to run the affairs of the an active role in Afghanistan and appeared as “Taliban”
state in the light of Quran and Sunnah. It still plays the [religious seminaries students, literally seekers of
role of the foundation of the Pakistani constitution. knowledge]. Their government was recognized by the

in 1973 by the legislative assembly. Islam was declared as
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Pakistan,  UAE  and  Saudi Arabia. It might be said that forces attacked Afghanistan, Taliban Government was
“the invasion of Kabul by Taliban in September 1996 and forced to quit and Pakistan derecognized the Taliban
the attacks on New York’s World Trade Center and the Government. The Ordinance promulgated by Musharraf,
U.S. Pentagon in September 2011 casted Pakistan’s however, neither discussed in parliament nor at any public
religious seminaries in a disturbing, new light” [3]. forum. All these factors added fuel to the fire of

[4] states that there is a great deal of interest in differences between Musharraf and ulama [all ulama],
Washington’s official, political, policy and academic which resulted in the widely negative propagation of
circles in the subject of reforming Pakistan’s educational Madaris reforms as post 9/11 impact and US pressure on
system. As vividly demonstrated by the terrorist attacks Pakistani Government.
of September 2001, they have also considered the Islamic Consequently, the contemporary Pakistani ulama and
seminaries of Pakistan a security problem for America and leaders of the Islamic seminaries considered and even still
much of Europe. This theme was developed at some considering that the Pakistan Madrasah Education Board
length in the report of the U.S Commission on 9/11 sad and consequently establishment of government Model
incident. The 9/11 Commission, whose final report has Madaris are aimed to restrict the role of private Madaris in
become a fixture on the bestseller lists, has highlighted society and to reduce their effects on masses. They are in
the links between international terrorism and Pakistan’s view that these Model Madaris are part of post 9/11
religious seminaries or madaris and recommended that the effects as well [9]. The above mentioned perceptions are
United States would support Pakistani efforts to improve to be analytically as well as historically discussed in
the quality of the education it offers to its young [5]. discussion part.

The Taliban regime’s autonomous character had
already resulted in trying to control Pakistani Madaris DISCUSSION
before 9/11. In October 1999 Parvez Musharraf took over
the democratic regime of Nawaz Sharif. Musharraf, openly Promulgation of Pakistan Madrasah Board Ordinance
claiming to be moderate Muslim, declared Mustafa Kamal Before 9/11: As it has been discussed that Pakistan
Ataturk of Turkey as his role model, where as Ataturk’s Madrasah Education Board Ordinance was promulgated
religious reforms have never been a pleasant experience on 18  August, 2001, 25 days before the incident of 9/11.
for Islamists. Therefore, right from the very beginning, To claim that, this was born in the result of 9/11 attacks,
the ulama of Pakistan considered Musharraf to be anti- seems baseless.
Islamic. And above all, the remarks of Musharraf about The credit of this reformative ordinance goes to
religious groups developed controversies. Musharraf Pervez Musharraf, however the real designer was the
came up with Pakistan Madrasah Education great scholar and, later on, Federal Minister for religious
(Establishment and Affiliation of Model Madaris) Board affairs, Dr. Mahmood Ahmad Ghazi. Dr. Ghazi was a
Ordinance XL of 2001 on August 18, 2001 [6]. The term proactive and global visionary personality. He studied in
“Dini” which  has been used in Ordinance, is Arabic the Dars-e-Nizami [the classical curriculum of Indo-Pak]
which denotes “Religious”, e.g. Dini Madaris means and memorized The Holy Quran. His perfect and thorough
religious seminaries. The Ordinance was aimed to guidance, counseling and consultation played a
establish exemplary Islamic boarding schools, modernize fundamental role in the creation of this ordinance. In the
and train a new generation of moderate and liberal first  meeting  of  the  Pakistan Madrasah Education
scholars through a full-fledged, comprehensive and Board, held on October 09 2001, at the meeting hall of
specialized Islamic education with integration of secular Council of Islamic Ideology Islamabad, he expressed the
subjects [7]. following views in his speech as a chief guest:

The ordinance was promulgated on August 18, 2001 Approximately, for the last 10 to 15 years, it has been
and the ministry of religious affairs of Pakistan issued endeavoring to establish such Model Madaris who
notification No, 12-I AD/IE-1/R&R/2000 on September 8, should have compatible with modern day demands and
2001 under which the Pakistan Madrasah Education Board practically show the integration of modern day needs into
was established, resultantly [8]. the madaris system of education [8].

Initially, a sum of Rs. 30 million was approved for this
programme, but, amazingly, due to typical bureaucratic He Added: Just after the inception of the current
codal formalities, the amount was transferred to PMEB’s government, I had meeting with Pervez Musharraf
account, after an extra ordinary delay, on August 8, 2002 probably on Dec 11, 1999 and discussed the religious
[8]. Meanwhile, the 9/11 attacks occurred, US led allied system of education in detail. It was I who took the

th
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initiative  to  explain the background of Islamic seminaries, curriculum and they do not seem to be cooperative in this
their services, impacts on society and our responsibilities regard. Therefore, the Council recommends that provincial
towards them. It is baseless absolutely that Pervez
Musharraf has any pre-planned agenda about these
seminaries, rather, I assure you, that General Musharraf
did  not  initiate  it,  but  it was the depiction of my thirty
to  thirty  five  years  long  struggle and pondering.
General Musharraf denied having any plan or agenda to
intervene in the current Madaris system. But he seconded
the suggestion to set up Model Dini madaris under the
administration of government. He directed further, to
prepare a standardized model curriculum prior to this [8].
It is obvious from the above discussion that the initiation
of Model Madaris goes to Dr. Ghazi exclusively, right
before the occurrence of 9/11 disaster.

Idea of Model Madaris in Pakistan in 1983 Before the
Rise of Taliban in 1996: We do admit that role of Madaris
was subject to objections due to the active and decisive
contribution of graduates of Madaris in Afghanistan well
before the tragedy of 9/11. But the need for setting up
Model Madaris in Pakistan was underlined prior to the
rise of Taliban movement in Afghanistan. The Soviet
forces faced defeat in August 1988 and after a long
interval, Taliban captured Kabul in 1996, while the council
of Islamic Ideology of Pakistan suggested the
establishment of Model Madaris in 1983 before the rise of
Taliban in 1996.

The Council of Islamic Ideology is a constitutional
body that advises the legislature whether or not a certain
law is repugnant to Islam, namely to the Quran and
Sunnah  and to suggest recommendations for Islamization
in Pakistan [10].

The Council  of  Islamic Ideology Pakistan realized
the  utmost  need  of setting up Model Madaris for the
very first time. In its 17  meeting, held on July 17, 1983,th

the Council unanimously approved a resolution and
forwarded it to the then government vide their letter No.
7(44)/12-R (11) dated Nov 06, 1983. This resolution
denotes:

The Council pays homage to the government for her
efforts for bringing close the modern and classic religious
educational institutions. The first example of such efforts
is the setting up of international Islamic University at
Islamabad and the second one is the establishment of
Shariah’s training department in that University. The
Council realizes the phenomena of shortage of qualified,
trained and right for job persons as required for and the
key reason for this shortage is the insist of Madaris
authorities  on  clinging  to the  centuries  old  version of

governments should establish one Model Madrasah in
their jurisdiction, where the system of education as well as
syllabus, both should be exemplified through integration
of Modern and Classic religious versions. These Madaris
should serve as model to other Madaris in order to incite
them to modify their system and syllabus as per
requirements  of  present  day e.g. Shariah Courts and
Qazi Courts. For doing such a hectic task the reports of
National Commission for religious education can be
consulted [11].

It is obvious from the above statements that the
necessity  for  introducing  model  madaris   was  being
felt since long. In 1983, the Zia ul Haq government was in
power and the coincidence resulted in the friendly
relations between the United States, Pakistan, ulama and
Mujahideen. If the establishment of Model Madaris was
a U.S  demand,  the Zia ul Haq government would not
have been ignored the suggestion of Council of Islamic
ideology in scenario of that time. Would that Zia ul Haq
were listened to the Council’s such anticipating and
beneficial suggestion of establishing model seminaries.
To pin the Model Madaris with US pressure or Taliban
movement is against rational.

Recommendation for the Establishment of Madrasah
Education Board by the Ulama of East & West Pakistan
in 1969: Although the idea of establishing Model Dini
Madaris was presented by the Council of Islamic ideology
Government of Pakistan in 1983, but this is a quite
interesting fact that the ulama of East & West Pakistan
collectively suggested the creation of “ Madrasah
Education  Board”  under  the   government  control, for
all Madaris prevailing in the country in 1969. The detail is
as under:

In 1969, when Bangladesh was a part of Pakistan,
General Yahya Khan’s government was in power, the
government  constituted a commission for the formation
of “National Education Policy” headed by Air Marshal
Noor Khan, Governor of then West Pakistan. The report
of the commission was published in July 1969 to get back
public opinion.

This report was welcomed and appreciated by all
walks of life. This policy document recognized that there
is a dual educational system operating the modern system
instituted by the British in India and the classical system
developed by Muslim, which produced great thinkers.
The proposal rationalized the need for an integrated
system of education based on a ‘common set of cultural
values based on the percepts of Islam’ [12].
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As the matter of integration of modern education and General Science are made compulsory. In 1978, Madrasah
madaris was discussed in this report, therefore, Islamic Education Board was formed under ordinance for the
seminaries paid special attention to this with appreciation. modernization of Madrasah Education [15].
The leading ulama of West Pakistan formed a review Dr. Mumtaz Ahmad, Professor at Hamilton University
committee of 20 members, comprising of ulama and experts USA, visited Bangladesh’s Madaris and his report has
of modern education. The committee made numerous been published in monthly Tarjuman ul Quran [the organ
recommendations, especially the establishment of of Jamat e Islami] in September 2000, then it was published
Madrasah Education Board. The ulama of West Pakistan in monthly Wifaq-al-Madaris, the organ of Dini Madaris
sent their recommendations to the ulama of East Pakistan Pakistan [16]. According to this report, the graduates of
for their comments. Accordingly, the ulama of East these Madaris are working each and every sphere of life
Pakistan formed a 56-member committee, which pleased to and playing their role actively in national development.
confer its endorsement over the report. Similarly, the There is no gulf or hitch between Model Madaris and
Markazi Jamiat Ulama-e-Islam, the political party of the private Madaris. Moreover, the efficiency of graduates of
ulama of East and West Pakistan reinforced the Model Madaris is quite better from those of having
recommendations of ulama and favored the establishment modern education in financial institutions, the report says.
of Madrasah Education Board, in its meeting held on Similarly, neither the ritual of calling these Madaris as
August 22-25, 1969 [13]. foreign agenda nor taking them as conspiracy against

The salient features of the proposed Madrasah Madaris prevails there. Madrasah Education Board of
Education Board are stated as under: Bangladesh is functioning efficaciously, while, on other

The Board’s existence should be free, impartial and hand the dilapidated condition of Madrasah Education
autonomous. Board of Pakistan is sorrowful as [7] states:

To ensure the autonomous status of Madrasah Under the Ordinance XL of 2001, three Model
Board, it should not accept any kind of financial Madaris were established, one each in Karachi and Sukkar
assistance from government; rather, it should run purely cities  for  boys  and  one  in Islamabad for girls. Further,
on the public donations. it was proposed that same kind of Model Madaris would

The certificates/degrees of affiliated Madaris should be established in each district country wide as well as
be acknowledged and recognized and vice versa. provincial Madrasah Boards would be established in each

The affiliated Madaris should set up an elementary/ province. However, neither during Musharraf’s regime;
primary school in their respective Madaris and after the nor in successive democratic government, this task could
completion of compulsory primary education; the be accomplished. Both provincial boards and Model
specified syllabus for Madaris should be divided into four Madaris in each district could not be established. Rather,
levels: Elementary, Secondary, higher and specialization. within two years of its establishment this programme was

The certificates/degrees of this Board should be ceased by Federal Government.
acknowledged and recognized as Elementary level to SSC,
Secondary level to HSSC, High level to graduation and CONCLUSION
specialization to master degree.

Subsequently, the national education policy was The constitution of the Madrasah Education Board,
announced but the Madrasah Education Board, which having an autonomous body, remained the heartfelt
had been recommended by the ulama, was not aspirations of the prestigious ulama of East and West
established. Moreover, other recommendations of ulama Pakistan since they presented their educational
were also ignored, which consequently resulted in recommendations in response of Noor Khan’s educational
frustration between Ulama, [14]. report in 1969. As well as, establishment of Model

Pakistani ulama suggested the formation of Madrasah Madaris remained a part of recommendations submitted
Education Board in 1969, which came into being in 2001; by the Council of Islamic Ideology, Pakistan to the
mean while the then eastern part i.e. East Pakistan greeted government in 1983. Regretfully, the recommendations
the  suggestion  whole heartedly. After got separated piled  up  in  files.  However, the project was initiated by
from Pakistan in 1971, many steps have been taken in Dr. Mahmood Ghazi, a prominent scholar and federal
Bangladesh for the active modernization of Madrasah minister for religious affairs in General Pervez Musharraf
Education. Bengali, Mathematics, English, Social Science, regime  in  2001. Musharraf, consequently, promulgated
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the  Pakistan  Madrasah  Education  Board  Ordinance. 4. Barki,  S.J.,  2005.  Educating  the Pakistani Masses.
This Ordinance, however, was discussed neither in In: R.M. Hathaway, (Ed) Education reform in
parliament nor at any official government forum. Pakistan: Building for the future. Education reform in
Moreover, the suggestions of ulama were not considered Pakistan: Building for the future. Washington, DC.
at all while Musharraf’s behavior remained bitter with Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars.
ulama throughout his regime. In Global scenario as post 5. The 9/11 Commission Report: Final Report of the
9/11 painted the distorted picture of Islamic seminaries National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the
which resulted a great deal of misperceptions about this United States. (New York: WW Norton and
reformative legislation in Islamic education which should Company, 2004)
be wiped out in order to enable Pakistani nation for 6. Ordinance, X.L., 2001. Government of Pakistan,
utilizing it in the best possible manner. Printing Corporation of Pakistan Press, Islamabad.

Recommendations: The following suggestions are Affiliation of Model Dini Madaris) Board Ordinance.
recommended being outcomes of this study, to harvest 7. Muhammad, N., 2011. Critique on the text of
the beneficial effects of this Ordinance: Ordinance XL, 2001 (A reformative legislation in

The efforts made by various Pakistani governments Islamic Education in Pakistan). International Journal
for the reform and streamlining the Islamic seminaries, just of Academic Research, 3(2).
from the creation of Pakistan, should be publicized 8. PMEB, 2002. Government of Pakistan, Pakistan
accordingly. The government should incorporate the Madrasah Education Board, Islamabad. Pehli Salana
recommendations made by ulama in response to Noor Report.
Khan’s education report in 1969. The present democratic 9. Monthly Wifaq-al-Madaris. Pakistan, 1422H, Rabius
government should adopt the democratic attitude while Thani, Jumad-al-Oola, Thania, Wifaq-al-Madaris.
having dialogue with stakeholder of Islamic seminaries. Multan, pp: 13.
Win-win policy may be opted instead of absolute 10. Reccomendation of the Council of Islamic Ideology.
winnings. The Madaris reforms should be treated on Available at http://www.cii.gov.pk. Retrieved on June
rational and permanent basis rather than by cosmetic 21, 2011.
measures. Every possible forum, including print and 11. Recommendations on Education, 1962-1993. 1993.
electronic media, should be employed to cultivate the Council  of  Islamic Ideology, Government of
general awareness in public. In view of successful Pakistan,  Islamabad.  Printing Corporation of
practices of Madrasah Education Board in Bangladesh, Pakistan Press, Islamabad, 3: 43.
the Madaris reforms task may be assigned to education 12. Saeed  Ur Rehman and S.Z. Afiya, 2010. The Impact
departments of provinces instead of ministry of religious of Educational Policies on Religious Minorities of
affairs, especially when the government has declared the Pakistan 1947-2010. South Asia Forum for Human
failure of the religious ministry in connection to Model Rights. Clifton. Karachi.
Madaris system and has ceased the programme. 13. Resolution  of  Markazi  Jamiat-Ulama-e-Islam  1969.
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